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QuaWhy 
compromise?

home improvements can make a massive

difference to your property and lifestyle,

but they are a serious investment that

requires careful consideration. the success

of your project is going to depend on the

quality both of the product and of the

company that installs it. so for real peace

of mind it pays to choose a brand name you

can trust...swish.

swish has over 40 years experience in the

home improvements industry and today we

are a household name recognised for

quality and service.

We manufacture the highest quality

products and work with carefully selected

installation companies (as indicated by the

swish quality mark).

When you choose swish you know you are

in safe hands.

to find out more about swish visit

www.swishwindows.co.uk
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Specifying Advanced Performance Windows – 

The BenefiTS*

Cost
Saving

per house 
per year

Cost Saving 
per house 

over 10 years
(assuming annual 5% 

increase in fuel costs)

Tonnes of 
CO2 saved 

over 10 year
period

£253.80

£233.55

£213.30

£193.05

£152.55

£3,192.27

£2,937.56

£2,682.86

£2,428.16

£1,918.76

17

12.8

8.5

7.6

6.8

* Figures based on replacing 

non energy rated windows in 

an average 3 bedroom house 

with gas central heating 

environmental Information
Co2 is the main green house gas responsible for global warming 

energy rated pVC-u windows are one of the most effective

ways to save energy and reduce Co2 emissions 

energy rated windows reduce heat loss by more than 20% 

modern energy rated windows will not only reflect heat back

into your home but will also retain heat from solar gain 

non energy rated windows waste energy equating to 0.7 tonnes

of Co2 per year

ask your swish authorised Installer for the most suitable rating

level for your home

 

 
 energy saving

 
 

 

save money
by fitting
energy rated
windows



recycling pVC-u windows
with swish
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Did you know your old pVC-u 
windows are 100% recyclable? 

aware.org

Currently too many window companies send old

windows direct to land fill. your swish authorised

Installer however will work in partnership with another

swish group company, Dekura, to recycle your old

windows into new pVC-u products. 

Dekura operate dedicated waste collection and reduction

sites across the uK. using cutting edge technology the

waste pVC-u is cleaned and reprocessed into material

which can be used to create a new generation of long

life pVC-u products.

3 4

1 2

your old pVC-u windows are collected

recycled at the uK Dekura plant

refined recycled product is produced

recycled material is used to produce a range of 

new pVC-u products

4

2

3

1

pVC-u products have an expected useful life of 35

years and can be recycled up to 10 times, giving a

total useful life of 350 years, making pVC-u a truly

sustainable building material.  

100% recyclable

2

3

4



new look
a whole
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By carefully choosing the right window

styles you can instantly transform and

personalise your home using the long list of

options and features swish provides. 

as an example, leaded windows can add

character to your property and bring your

windows to life, and shaped edges can be 

used to add a touch of individuality.   
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you would be right to assume that every swish window is made exactly to order,

but do you realise how much choice and versatility windows can offer? With a

complete range of sizes, shapes, finishes and glass designs the options are endless.

swish provides a made to measure service so if you need advice on getting the

right windows for your home, ask a swish expert. here are just a few of the styles

and design options available. 

shaped edges can give your window that

individual touch.

Glass options create a focal point for your

window. With bevelled, leaded and Georgian

bar options you can select the style that

suits you.

French casement windows offer symmetrical

sightlines and versatility.

Dormers give attic rooms and loft conversions

light and extra space.

DECORATIVE FINISH GLASS OPTIONS

FRENCH CASEMENT DORMERS

shapes
& sizes

all shapes

& sizes



swish manufactured windows offer a stylish

sculptured design. the elegant lines resemble 

timber providing your home with that extra 

touch of class.

the benefits of
swish windows:

elegant design

superb energy efficiency

endless choice of designs

high security features

Virtually maintenance free

Bay windows provide extra space for the

interior and create a feature for the exterior of

your home.

sash effect windows offer a traditional look

but with modern convenience.

make a change from casement windows with

windows hinged at the top.

a new view
on windows

BAY

SASH EFFECT

TOP HUNG

sculptured
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Door

you can specify a solid, part glazed or even fully glazed door and then

personalise it with our many optional features. these include a wide choice 

of designs, from simple Georgian Bar or classic lead to decorative coloured 

and bevelled glass. We can also design side panels to complement your door - 

so you will have a grand entrance that will leave a lasting impression. 

all our doors feature high security as standard and are guaranteed 

for 10 years and require minimal maintenance.

designed
for you

From the most decorative to the simplest designs 

we provide a complete range of doors that 

you can adapt to suit your individual needs.

our doors are available in a choice 

of white, light oak and rosewood

effects to provide a stylish 

and co-ordinated finish.
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rs
this is a perfect example of how the same door

can be adapted to suit different locations in your

home using a combination of glazed areas.

Same door, different styles
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a bi-folding door can open up possibilities in any home. sliding patio doors

always leave you with a fixed panel but a bi-folding door maximises the

flow of light and fresh air into your room. swish's wide range of

door configurations, colours and finishes means there's 

a bi-folding door to suit every home.

open up to the
great outdoors
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Bi-folding doors used to be a by-

word for heavy, cumbersome doors

that leaked and offered poor levels

of security. that's now changed and

the swish bi-folding door provides

high levels of security and thermal

performance as well as being simple

and effortless to operate.

our bi-folding door has elegant

slim profiles and discreet hinges

which make it one of the best

looking pVC-u solutions 

on the market. 

the integral aluminium running

track allows you to specify a low

fitting threshold if necessary. With

planned survey and installation, this

avoids the need for a step on either

side and further increases the

feeling that your indoor and

outdoor space is one.

a wide range of door configurations

can be accommodated with our

flexible system, all of which can

open in or out and can even

accommodate a corner.

the benefits

Bi-folding options

With such a wide variety 

of options available it can

be confusing to know 

where to start:

First step is to consider the

space you have to fill, that

will dictate how many

panels your bi-folding door

will incorporate

now you need to decide

on your preferred door

configuration. options

include opening in or out,

sliding to the left or right

or a combination of both

and whether you require

a single leaf to open

independently for

quick access. 

Decide what sort of

threshold you prefer, a

low threshold will be

particularly useful to the

elderly or families with

young children

your final decision is what

colour option you prefer,

we offer a wide range of

wood and coloured foil

finishes to match with your

existing windows as well 

as offering a choice of

hardware finishes

your options

a wide choice of coloured

foils are available.
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French Doors

outd

With french doors you can make the most of your space

and maximise the opening to the outside. swish patio

doors are available in our full range of finishes with the

additional options of side panels and patterned glass to

provide a stunning new look to any home. 
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French and patio doors will really open up your home,

bathing it with air and light! they let more of the

great outdoors in but when closed they offer

maximum security to keep you safe and secure. 

oors

Patio Doors
the swish sliding patio door incorporates the latest

technology to provide you with a durable, easy glide,

easy access entrance. the choice of finishes, combined

with the option of two, three or four pane doors, enables

you to tailor your finish to suit any size and style of

property. patio doors can be used as either a room

divider or a porch entrance, so if you want to you can

completely change the layout of your home. 

17



add a

Conservat
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a conservatory can be a great investment -

provided you choose a high quality product with

an installation company to match!

When you buy from a swish authorised Installer,

you’re buying confidence in a job well done.



Creating your 
dream conservatory

Step 1 

take a look at our style guide - you will find plenty of great design

ideas - and decide which type of conservatory you prefer.

Step 2

make an appointment for us to come in and discuss your needs. We

can give you all the help you want to choose the perfect solution for

your home and your budget.   

Step 3

We’ll come back to present you with your conservatory design plans

and a clear quotation.  

Step 4

If you’re ready to go ahead we’ll provide a schedule of work telling

you what we’ll be doing and when.  

Step 5

sit back and relax while we take care of the whole process. the

work will be carried out quickly, efficiently and with the minimum

of disruption.

Step 6

enjoy your new conservatory and the difference it makes to your

home, with the full peace of mind of our ten year

quality guarantee. 

Conservatories have a dramatic effect on your home and quality of life.

not only will a conservatory like this provide you with more space and

flexibility, it will also add value to your property.

ory
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and you add value



probably the most popular style in recent

years, edwardian conservatories provide

classic style and maximum space within

the footprint.

Edwardian

Conservatory

Our conservatories are available

with a choice of roof crests so you

can choose your style right down 

to the final touches. 

mooncrest provides a simple

contemporary finish, perfect for 

a more modern house.

our starcrest and finial design

offers the classical look. this finely

detailed style adds a touch of

elegance and works well with more

traditional properties. 

provides maximum space 

at a relatively low cost.

Lean-to

20

Lean to 

Edwardian

finishi
the

style guide

a conservatory doesn’t have to 

be a nondescript extra room filled

with a mix of old furniture. 

It can be whatever you want it to

be. make use of all that extra space

by making it a room that can be

used 365 days a year.

maximise
your room



the curved lines of this style provide 

an elegant and traditional finish to

any property.

Victorian

y

Create a unique conservatory by

combining any of our designs. We can

design virtually any structure to suit your

home and needs.  

21

Combination

Victorian

Combination

ing
touches

mooncrest design

starcrest and finial design
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colouradding

pVCu windows have come a long 

way since they were introduced to the uK 

over 30 years ago.

not only will swish’s modern energy efficient windows save you

time and money but with our options range of stylish finishes they

can now greatly enhance the appearance of your home.
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Consider your                     with swish 

to your 

home

the options range includes 12 finishes all designed to meet

the needs of modern design conscious home owners. From

subtle whites and creams through to bold greys and warm

wood effects our range is sure to include something to enhance

any home. Choosing a foiled pVCu window means you can

achieve the beautiful finish of a painted or varnished wooden

window but without the hassle.

the full range of options finishes are guaranteed not to crack,

peel or fade and they maintain their authentic looks with

virtually no maintenance. you can even choose an options

finish on the outside with white on the inside to provide a

neutral base for your interiors.

Light oak

rosewood

Gale Grey hazy Grey siena pr Irish oak Barley Water

VanillaBeck BrownChartwell
Green

Willow Green White



Intera superior 
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your new windows 

and doors will look

fantastic, which might

well inspire you to

think about the rest 

of your home.

here are a few tips

from our interior

designers on making

the most of your space.

your new windows 

and doors will look

fantastic, which might

well inspire you to

think about the rest 

of your home.

here are a few tips

from our interior

designers on making

the most of your space.



Colours

use of colours is essential and reflects your individual character. 

soft neutral colours will provide a relaxing environment whereas

bolder colours will create a more vibrant, exciting effect.

Curtain/blinds

the use of window dressing can create a completely new look. 

While blinds will provide a contemporary finish, curtains will create

a warmer softer look. It’s best to decide on the effect you want to

create before going out to buy as there is a vast choice out there!

Flooring

tiles, laminate, carpet, slate, wood - the choices are endless. you

need to think practically when it comes to flooring but you also need

to think about the overall style you want to achieve. Do you want the

warmth of carpet, the clean, contemporary feel of slate or the natural

beauty of traditional wood? 

Lighting  

the right lighting will really set the mood in a room! think about

floor lamps, table lamps, wall lights, spotlights and dimmers - 

or better still, combine them so you have alternatives. 

Ventilation

obviously windows provide natural ventilation but a conservatory 

in the summer may need additional cooling. Fans, roof vents, 

air conditioning and tinted glass are all ways of maintaining

the right temperature.

rior
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Some of these finishing touches are available from your Swish installer. Ranges vary so please talk to your local installer.

Top Tips



safety first
We think there is nothing more

important than the safety and

security of your home and family.

all swish products offer maximum

security, with the highest

specification locking mechanisms

and an advanced range of special

security features.

Security tips  
Swish products come with the

highest security standards and 

are BS7950 accredited. Not all

competitor products come with 

the following features but ours do - 

so please use this checklist before

purchasing any home improvements.

Internally glazed windows (which

offer better security than externally

glazed versions).  

additional chains and bolts

available to enhance security. 

one piece door lock keeps for

improved security.

high security shootbolt/

espagnolette multi-point locking

systems as standard.

toughened or laminated glass to

meet current safety standards.

high security door multi-point

locking incorporating hook bolts,

deadbolts and roller cams to provide

the best security.

toughened or laminated glass on 

doors for additional strength. 
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1st class
service

swish is the only nationally recognised company with a local

network of independent authorised installers. this means the

best of both worlds for you; the consistently high

standards of a high street brand and the reassurance

that comes from dealing with people who

manage and run their own businesses.  
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